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INTRODUCTION
10.1 The increasing importance of
tourism is recognised in the UDP by
having its own chapter. The benefits
of tourism are to generate jobs and
investment, to use tourism related
grants to improve facilities available
to visitors and residents, to improve
the environment, and to use tourism
to boost the image of the Borough.
The Public Attitude Survey illustrated
the concern residents have over the
Borough’s image and nearly 20% of
the Borough’s households believed
that the Borough’s poor image is one
of the most serious problems for the
Borough Council to tackle. The
Strategic Guidance for South
Yorkshire recognises the importance
of new sources of employment and
considers tourism to be a relatively
untapped source of revenue. The
Borough Council is keen to capitalise
on the historical and cultural heritage,

good communiciations and major
recreational and retail facilities as well
as opportunities for business tourism
mentioned in the Strategic Guidance.
10.2 The UDP provides the land use
framework to encourage the

improvement of existing tourist
attractions, the development of new
ones, the promotion of the Borough as
a tourist centre, and to enable the
private sector to work closely and
fruitfully with the Borough Council
and other public bodies to these ends.

TOURISM ACTIVITIES AND AREAS
STO 1
WITHIN THE GENERAL EXTENT OF THE AREAS SHOWN ON FIGURE
A, THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT
AND PROMOTION OF TOURISM - BASED ACTIVITIES IN WAYS WHICH
RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT AND ARE SUSTAINABLE.

TOURISM STRATEGY
STO 2
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL CONTINUE TO PROMOTE TOURISM
THROUGH REGULAR REVIEWS OF ITS TOURISM STRATEGY.
10.3 The UDP provides the planning
framework for the Borough Council’s
Tourism Strategy. It contains the
policies and proposals against which
tourism development can be
considered.
10.4 The Tourism Strategy identifies
four broad geographical areas and

general tourism related activities
which it wishes to promote:
a) the ‘Heritage Area’ which
concentrates on existing attractions
such as Conisbrough Castle and
Cusworth Hall and Country Park, and
their consolidation and enhancement
is sought.

This was not
saved in 2007

b) the ‘Activity Area’ which centres
on the Dome, the Leisure Park and the
Racecourse, as a combination of
existing attractions and developing
ones, and is particularly well related
to Doncaster Town Centre and
communication networks.
c) ‘Doncaster Town Centre’ which
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boasts fine markets and a number of
notable churches and civic buildings,
together with the museum and art
gallery. Many trips to the Borough
begin in Doncaster Town at the railway
or bus stations and the image it
presents and facilities if offers can add
to the tourist potential of the area (See
Doncaster Town Centre Chapter).

to build on historical associations, - in
Askern’s case it’s past as a Spa Town.
While there are others, for instance
Tickhill and Bawtry where the
historical,
architectural
and
environmental features are well

preserved, offering existing tourism
attractions. In the case of Tickhill there
is great potential for the use of Tickhill
Castle as an educational and tourism
resource.

Key
Fact

d) the ‘Rural Tourism Area’ offers a
variety of informal and formal
recreation based facilities and
opportunities particularly in relation to
the historic and environmentally
attractive landscapes and ‘worked out’
mineral workings. Agricultural
diversification, where appropriate,
also offers opportunities for small
scale good quality tourism
developments.
These will be
encouraged in so far as they do not
conflict with other relevant policies of
the UDP. Throughout the Borough
there are many fine villages and towns
some such as Askern with the potential

Tourism revenue is a large contributor to the economy of the
borough and employs 2,600 people or 2.3% of the total work
force.
In 1989 over 90,000 people visited Cusworth Hall and this is
expected to grow to 130,000 by 1997.
There are five new Tourist Information Points planned by the
Borough Council which will be erected in different locations. They
will be erected in different locations. They will provide information
on the locality including a map, details of tourist attractions, and
a listing of accommodation.

Main Tourism Elements
TO 1
THE FOLLOWING (SHOWN ON FIGURE A) ARE IDENTIFIED AS KEY
ELEMENTS OF THE BOROUGH’S TOURISM STRATEGY. APPROPRIATE
LAND USES AND FACILITIES IN THE LOCALITY OF THESE SITES WILL
BE ENCOURAGED AND DEVELOPED WITH TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES
IN MIND:(1) CONISBROUGH CASTLE
(2) CUSWORTH HALL AND COUNTRY PARK
(3) BRODSWORTH HALL
(4) DON AND DEARNE VALLEY AREA (1)
(5) DONCASTER RACECOURSE AND EXHIBITION CENTRE
(6) THE DOME AND LEISURE PARK (1)
(7) DONCASTER TOWN CENTRE, MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY,
(8) WILLIAM-DE-LINDHOLME HOTEL AND WATER PARK, LINDHOLME
(9) HOWELL WOOD
(10) HATFIELD MARINA
(11) TRANS-PENNINE TRAIL
10.5 Policy TO1 sets out the sites and
areas which act as a focus for tourism
opportunities throughout the Borough.
The social and economic contribution
made by tourism is of great value and
the spin-offs from attracting short and
long stay visitors to these sites will be

felt by the local economy. The
regeneration aspects of several of these
sites are, similarly, considerable.
Economic, social and environmental
regeneration can be facilitated by
realising the tourism potential of these
sites. While the advantages are rightly

promoted, in considering potential
tourist attractions and developments,
the disadvantages of tourism such as
traffic congestion must be minimised.
10.6 The development of tourism
facilities and sites throughout the

Tourism

(1) Proposals for (4) and (6) are dealt
with more fully in the Mixed Use
Regeneration Projects Chapter.

Key
Fact
Since it opened in October 1989 around 3 million people have
used the facilities in The Dome. It is the United Kingdom’s largest
indoor leisure facility, under one roof.
At peak times, the Doncaster Leisure Park complex has nearly
14,000 people on site.

CHAPTER 10

length of the Don Gorge illustrates this
point. The impact of a large tourism
proposal on the Don Gorge would be
considerable and efforts must be made
to both protect the existing land uses
and activities in other parts of the
Gorge and/or to enhance the
opportunities for increased or
improved usage as appropriate.
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Canal And River Network
TO 2
THE DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM POTENTIAL OF THE CANAL AND
RIVER NETWORK IN THE BOROUGH WILL BE ENCOURAGED.
10.7 The Borough is characterised by
many miles of waterways. The variety
of urban, rural and industrial land uses
and landscapes passed through by the
waterways and the intrinsic character
of the waterways themselves offers
substantial tourism potential. The
waterways historically have played a
commercial role in the economy of the
Borough and while the potential for
this to be enhanced still remains, the
emphasis could switch to the formal
and informal recreation opportunities
they afford.
10.8 The provision of recreation
moorings and attractions/uses for
waterway users is central to realising
the tourist potential of the waterways.

Developers are encouraged to come
forward with proposals for enhanced
use of waterways in conjunction with
other proposed developments. The
increased use of the waterways can
have a significant regeneration impact
in terms of creating employment, reusing buildings and sites, improving
the environment and enhancing
recreation opportunities.
The
maintenance and enhancement of
public and pedestrian access to and
along the waterways will be sought.
10.9 The Borough Council will
consider how best to provide a lead
and examine the opportunity to
produce a Waterway Strategy
combining the initiatives and
proposals set out in the UDP with other

issues. Close working relationships
with British Waterways Board and
other interested organisations will
continue.
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Hotel Development
TO 3
HOTEL AND CONFERENCE CENTRE DEVELOPMENT WILL BE
ENCOURAGED IN BUILT UP URBAN AREAS AND ON THE FOLLOWING
SITES.
HOTEL SITES WITH PLANNING PERMISSION
*

DONCASTER LODGE, OWSTON.

*

LAND ADJACENT DUMPLING CASTLE COTTAGE, TICKHILL.

*

LAND AT JUNCTION 4 OF THE M18 AND THE A630, ARMTHORPE.

*

WILLIAM-DE-LINDHOLME, A614, NEAR LINDHOLME.

*

THORNE LEVELS, A18, NEAR HATFIELD WOODHOUSE.

*

THORNE ROAD, A18, EDENTHORPE.

*

OWSTON HALL, OWSTON.

*

THE BOAT INN, SPROTBROUGH.

*

LAND EAST OF JUNCTION 6 OF THE M18, THORNE.

NEW HOTEL SITES
*

AUSTERFIELD GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB, A614, AUSTERFIELD.

*

BALBY CARR, A6182, DONCASTER (2).

*

LAND EAST OF THE A1(M) (RED HOUSE JUNCTION) OFF THE A638,
ADWICK LE STREET.

*

LAND EAST OF THE A1(M), FORMER SITE OF BRODSWORTH
COLLIERY.

*

HIGH MELTON COLLEGE, HIGH MELTON.

*

DONCASTER LEISURE PARK (2).

(2) These proposals are dealt with more fully in the Mixed Use Regeneration Projects Chapter.
TO 4
HOTEL AND CONFERENCE CENTRE DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE AREAS
COVERED BY POLICY TO3 WILL NOT BE ALLOWED EXCEPT WHERE:a) AS A CONVERSION IT COMPLIES WITH POLICY ENV 10;
b) THE EXTENSION OR EXPANSION OF AN EXISTING HOTEL,
CONFERENCE FACILITY, OR RESTAURANT WHERE ANCILLARY
ACCOMMODATION IS APPROPRIATE, IS IN LINE WITH POLICY TO5,
AND IS CONTAINED WITHIN EXISTING SITE BOUNDARIES;
c) THE DEVELOPMENT FORMS PART OF MAJOR RECREATION/LEISURE
USES WHERE THE BOROUGH COUNCIL IS SATISFIED THAT THESE
USES WOULD GENERATE A LARGE NUMBER OF VISITORS AND THE
REQUIREMENT FOR OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION;
d) THERE IS A CHANGE OF USE OF AN EXISTING BUILDING WITHOUT
THE NEED FOR CONVERSION, EXTENSION, NEW AREAS OF CAR
PARKING OR FORMATION OF A NEW ACCESS.

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

Tourism
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TO 5
DEVELOPMENT IN LINE WITH POLICIES TO3 AND TO4 WILL BE
ENCOURAGED PROVIDED THAT:a) THE DESIGN, FORM AND SCALE IS APPROPRIATE TO THE SITE AND
LOCATION;
b) THERE IS GOOD ACCESS TO THE PRIMARY ROAD NETWORK;
THERE IS NO ADVERSE IMPACT ON THE LOCALITY FROM TRAFFIC
GENERATION;

d) THERE IS NO ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT;
e) THERE IS NO DETRIMENT TO THE AMENITIES OF ADJOINING
PROPERTIES.

10.10 The tourist potential of the
Borough will be more likely to be
achieved if the provision of a range of
type, standard and location of hotel
accommodation is secured aimed at
both business and leisure tourism. The
importance
of
improved
accommodation is stressed by the
Borough Council’s Tourism Strategy
and Circular 13/79.
10.11 The economic benefit from both
short and long stay visitors is well
documented and means essentially that
visitors staying in the Borough will
have the opportunity to spend more
money on local services and facilities
available in the Borough. The job
opportunities to work both directly in
hotels and an improved service sector
generally should not be overlooked.
10.12 Development and facilities of
this kind can most readily be located
within the built up urban areas. The
attractions of Doncaster Town Centre,
The Dome and the Leisure Park, and
Doncaster Racecourse make
Doncaster Town itself an attractive
location for hotel and conference
development. Hotel accommodation
in other urban or built up areas is also
appropriate given the considerations of
policy TO5.
10.13 Development outside the built
up urban areas will be considered as
an exception. Conversions and
extensions, where appropriate, will
add to the existing facilities and when
they are developed sensitively in line
with policies TO4 and TO5, they can
be located outside built up urban areas.
The Boat Inn at Sprotbrough
represents a potential opportunity to

provide a field centre for educational
or recreational purposes in order to
promote public awareness and
understanding of local nature
conservation issues.
10.14 Under policy TO4 (c) the
Borough Council recognises the need
for overnight accommodation as part
of large scale recreation/leisure
development outside built up urban
areas. The recreation/leisure use(s)
must be in accord with other relevant
UDP policies in its own right before
hotel and conference centre
developments under TO4 (c) can be
considered. The onus is with the

developer to demonstrate that the use
will be a visitor attraction of a size and
significance which will require
associated hotel accommodation. This
must be proven and undertaken to the
satisfaction of the Borough Council.
10.15 The variety of available
locations throughout the Borough is
reflected in policy TO3. These are able
to both maximise the Borough’s
potential sites and offer a variety of
choice to the hotel industry. The
opportunities for hotel and conference
centre development close to the
Borough’s motorways and the A1 are
recognised and set out in Policy T03.

Key
Fact
English Heritage currently restoring Brodsworth Hall, an
unaltered Victorian Stately Home dating from 1861, will spend
nearly £3.1 million before it opens to the public in1993/94.
Based on research supported by the Yorkshire and Humberside
Tourist Board the Borough is targeting an annual visitor
spending income of £71 million by 1998. This would represent a
growth of nearly 200% since 1988.
The Tourist Information Centres (Headquarters in Doncaster
Central Library) dispense tourist information and are linked to
the DonFacts computing terminals for easy access.
The provision of 20 Tourist Information Points usually located
on-site at a tourist attraction are planned.
The Dome is this country’s largest indoor leisure complex under
one roof and it attracted 1.2 million people in its first year.
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They should be capable of picking up
business trade, passing trade and
longer term visitors wishing to stay in
the Borough. Many are well located
close to Doncaster Town Centre while
others are near to existing tourist
attractions.
10.16 Detailed criteria to control the
development of hotel and conference
facilities will be applied to all
proposals. It may be that any one of
criteria (a) - (e) from policy TO5
would be sufficient to use as the basis
for refusing planning consent judging
each application on it’s merits. The
design, form and scale of development
is particularly important outside the
built up urban areas and when located
in an area of open countryside.
Sensitive siting and landscaping would
be required to minimise the
environmental impact.

TOURISM CO-ORDINATION, PROMOTION AND INFORMATION
STO 3
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL CONTINUE TO WORK WITH OTHER
AGENCIES AND ORGANISATIONS TO PROMOTE TOURISM, AND SEEK
TO SUPPLY AND CO-ORDINATE TOURISM ACTIVITIES AND
INFORMATION.
10.17 The Council’s Tourism Strategy
identifies marketing and promotion as
central to its own activities and the
UDP also acknowledges the role other
organisations such as the Regional and
National Tourist Boards play in
encouraging tourism in the Borough.

Key
Fact
Cusworth Hall is expected to attract 130,000 visitors a year by
1997, over half of whom will come from outside the Borough.

